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Identification Problems and Voting Obstacles for Transgender Americans

JAMES HAYNES∗

INTRODUCTION

Transgender Americans often face discrimination when attempting to take part in activities that most citizens can participate in with relative ease.1 One of these activities is often considered the most important right of citizens in democratic countries—the act of voting.2 Within the last several years, Congress and the states have enacted legislation purportedly intended to protect Americans from terrorists3 and prevent voter fraud.4 This Note will discuss how such legislation, in conjunction with current state policies concerning gender designations on identification documents, has led to increasing barriers to voting for transgender individuals.

∗ Indiana University Maurer School of Law, 2013.
Every state includes a gender designation marker on its driver’s licenses, but requirements for changing that designation vary substantially. In addition, a homeland security measure known as the REAL ID Act of 2005 seeks to require a gender designation marker on all identification cards used for federal purposes, but does not mandate specific policies for changing one’s gender on such an identification card. Such a requirement would preclude states from creating gender-neutral identification cards even if they wished to make such a change in order to address the difficulties faced by transgender individuals. The difficulty that can be involved in changing one’s gender designation on identification cards, when combined with the rise of new state-level voter photo identification legislation, can make exercising one’s right to vote an onerous task for many transgender Americans. Without gender-congruent identification, transgender individuals in states with voter photo identification laws may be subjected to suspicion, harassment, and discrimination at the polls. Given the pervasive discrimination against transgender individuals, legislators should be encouraging the active participation of these groups in

7 See discussion infra Part II.A.
8 See discussion infra Part II.B.
9 Grant et al., supra note 1, at 153. 
10 Id.
11 Id. at 8 (“Sixty-three percent (63%) of our participants had experienced a serious act of discrimination—events that would have a major impact on a person’s quality of life and ability to sustain themselves financially or emotionally.”).
the political process by making the voting process less difficult instead of more burdensome.

Part I of this Note provides the lexicon needed to understand transgender issues in order to assist the reader in circumstances where a word is used differently in this context than its use in common conversation. Part II explains the policies that surround the changing of gender designation markers on identification documents and explores the implications of state voter photo identification legislation for transgender voters. The obstacles transgender individuals must face in order to obtain identification that reflects the gender they prefer, in conjunction with new state-level voter identification laws, can mean fewer votes from this minority group. Finally, Part III proposes recommendations for ensuring these individuals do not lose their opportunity to vote due to poorly written legislation, burdensome requirements, and pervasive discrimination.

I. UNDERSTANDING TRANSGENDER ISSUES

As evidenced by the widespread discrimination of transgender individuals in American society, many people do not fully understand the lives and behaviors of transgender individuals. Before a discussion of transgender issues can begin, it is necessary to define some of the unique language surrounding the subject.

12 For example, “[t]hose [individuals] who expressed a transgender identity or gender non-conformity while in grades K-12 reported alarming rates of harassment (78%), physical assault (35%) and sexual violence (12%) . . . .” Id. at 3.
13 See KATHY DANIELS & LYNDA MACDONALD, EQUALITY, DIVERSITY AND DISCRIMINATION: A STUDENT TEXT 4 (2005) (“Discrimination also occurs because groups have a lack of understanding about each other.”).
Though sex and gender are often used interchangeably in everyday speech, more specific definitions are necessary to fully understand transgender issues. People are assigned a sex shortly after birth based upon their “biological and physiological characteristics.” In contrast, the word gender describes “socially constructed roles, behaviours, activities, and attributes.” Transgender, then, is the term used for people whose personal sense of gender identity differs from their birth-assigned sex. This disconnect between a person’s own gender identity and the sex one was assigned at birth can result in considerable distress and suffering for the individual involved; this suffering is known as gender dysphoria.


15 What Do We Mean by “Sex” and “Gender”? , WORLD HEALTH ORG., http://www.who.int/gender/whatisgender/en/.

16 From a legal perspective, courts have used a variety of factors to determine gender, with many acknowledging that the relevant factors extend past external morphologic sex (genitalia). See, e.g., In re Heilig, 816 A.2d 68, 73 (Md. 2003) (“There is a recognized medical viewpoint that gender is not determined by any single criterion, but that the following seven factors may be relevant: (1) Internal morphologic sex (seminal vesicles/prostate or vagina/uterus/fallopian tubes); (2) External morphologic sex (genitalia); (3) Gonadal sex (testes or ovaries); (4) Chromosomal sex (presence or absence of Y chromosome); (5) Hormonal sex (predominance of androgens or estrogens); (6) Phenotypic sex (secondary sex characteristics, e.g. facial hair, breasts, body type); and (7) Personal sexual identity.”).

17 What Do We Mean by “Sex” and “Gender”? , supra note 15.


19 The most recent update to the proposed revisions for the American Psychiatric Association’s upcoming fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) defines gender dysphoria as a condition meeting the following criteria:

A. A marked incongruence between one’s experienced/expressed gender and assigned gender, of at least 6 months duration, as manifested by 2 or more of the following indicators:
II. GENDER DESIGNATION MARKERS AND VOTER PHOTO IDENTIFICATION

LAWS

Even outside the context of voting, it is often very important for transgender individuals to obtain identification that affirms their gender identity. Unfortunately, many transgender individuals are unable to update some or all of their identification documents. According to the National Transgender Discrimination Survey (NTDS), only fifty-nine

1. a marked incongruence between one’s experienced/expressed gender and primary and/or secondary sex characteristics (or, in young adolescents, the anticipated secondary sex characteristics)
2. a strong desire to be rid of one’s primary and/or secondary sex characteristics because of a marked incongruence with one’s experienced/expressed gender (or, in young adolescents, a desire to prevent the development of the anticipated secondary sex characteristics)
3. a strong desire for the primary and/or secondary sex characteristics of the other gender
4. a strong desire to be of the other gender (or some alternative gender different from one’s assigned gender)
5. a strong desire to be treated as the other gender (or some alternative gender different from one’s assigned gender)
6. a strong conviction that one has the typical feelings and reactions of the other gender (or some alternative gender different from one’s assigned gender)

B. The condition is associated with clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning, or with a significantly increased risk of suffering, such as distress or disability.


21 Grant et al., supra note 1, at 152. Forty-six percent of transgender individuals surveyed indicated that they had been able to update some, but not all, of their identification documents and records, while one-third indicated that none of their identification documents or records matched their current gender identity. Id.
percent of respondents who had transitioned had been able to change the gender designation marker on their driver’s license.\textsuperscript{22} When transgender Americans are unable to update their identification documents, they may be subjected to harassment,\textsuperscript{23} violence,\textsuperscript{24} and discrimination.\textsuperscript{25} In fact, forty percent of respondents in the NTDS study who had presented gender-incongruent identification reported harassment, three percent reported being assaulted or attacked, and fifteen percent reported that they had been asked to leave the premises.\textsuperscript{26}

Due to the difficulties associated with changing the gender designation marker on one’s identification documents and the prevalence of the harassment reported by individuals when presenting gender-incongruent identification, there is growing concern that state voter photo identification laws will have a considerable impact on transgender voters.\textsuperscript{27}

\textit{A. Difficulties in Changing Gender Designation Markers}

Both birth certificates and social security accounts can substantially affect the ability of an individual to obtain state identification. In many places, presenting a birth certificate and Social Security card is the most common way for people to obtain identification

\begin{footnotesize}\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. at 140.
\item Id. at 153.
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item Id.
\item Id.
\end{enumerate}\end{footnotesize}
cards.不幸地，提供证据证明个人已接受性别更改手术及其他艰巨障碍必须克服，才能允许其更改身份证明文件上的性别标记。29

1. Birth Certificates

不同的司法管辖区有关性别标记变更出生证明的规则，许多州使这样的变更不必要地负担过重或甚至不可能。30 The Model Vital Statistics Act and Regulations31（“The Model”）作为模型为各州处理变更出生证明问题提供了参考。32 The Model recommends that an individual wishing to change the gender designation marker on a birth certificate be required to obtain and present a court order certifying that they have undergone a surgical sex-change procedure.33

The problems with using the Model’s approach are twofold. First, the Model does not give any guidance as to what the new birth certificate should look like. Instead of issuing a new birth certificate that shows the amended gender, some states will issue a certificate that identifies both the previous and amended genders, or note on the new

29 See infra note 51.
30 James McGrath, Are You a Boy or a Girl? Show Me Your REAL ID, 9 NEV. L.J. 368, 401–02 (2009).
33 CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, supra note 31, at 10.
certificate that the gender has been changed.\textsuperscript{34} New York City is unique in that the city government will not change the gender on a birth certificate, but will simply remove the gender designation marker altogether.\textsuperscript{35} With such obvious signals on the face of a birth certificate, the possibility of being outed—and possibly harassed—in every instance where they must present their birth certificate may discourage some transgender individuals from making the gender correction.\textsuperscript{36}

The surgical requirement, however, is the most problematic recommendation of the Model. Many transgender individuals do not want to have surgery.\textsuperscript{37} Additionally, the requirement of a surgical procedure relies on an outdated understanding of transgender health.\textsuperscript{38} In fact, the U.S. Department of State cited current medical standards and recommendations when it updated the gender change policy for passports in June 2010.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{34} See Sources of Authority to Amend Sex Designation on Birth Certificates, LAMBDA LEGAL (Jan. 3, 2012), http://www.lambdalegal.org/publications/sources-of-authority-to-amend (showing that amended birth certificates in Alabama, Alaska, Wyoming, and possibly other states will note that the sex designation has been changed).
\textsuperscript{35} See N.Y. CITY DEP’T OF HEALTH & MENTAL HYGIENE BD. OF HEALTH, NOTICE OF INTENTION TO AMEND ARTICLE 207 OF THE NEW YORK CITY HEALTH CODE, (2008).
\textsuperscript{36} Many transgender individuals report being harassed as a result of their transgender status or gender nonconformity. Grant et al., supra note 1, at 5. For example, twenty-two percent of transgender individuals polled reported that they had been subjected to verbal harassment or disrespect from a government agency or official. Id.
\textsuperscript{37} See C. Christine Wheeler, A Second View of Gender Diversity, in CONTINUUM COMPLETE INT’L ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SEXUALITY 1224–25 (Robert T. Francoeur & Raymond J. Noonan eds., 2004) (“Today, many clients are taking control of their own management and deciding not to take the option of genital surgery.”).
\textsuperscript{39} New Policy on Gender Change in Passports Announced, U.S. DEP’T OF STATE (June 9, 2010), http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2010/06/142922.htm.
The announcement of the new policy removing the surgical requirement for gender designation changes on passports stated that the change was “based on standards and recommendations of the World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH), recognized by the American Medical Association as the authority in this field.”

Surgery is not always or even often necessary for the alleviation of gender dysphoria in transgender individuals. The latest publication of the World Professional Association for Transgender Health’s Standards of Care states:

What helps one person alleviate gender dysphoria might be very different from what helps another person. This process may or may not involve a change in gender expression or body modifications. Medical treatment options include, for example, feminization or masculinization of the body through hormone therapy and/or surgery, which are effective in alleviating gender dysphoria and are medically necessary for many people. Gender identities and expressions are diverse, and hormones and surgery are just two of many options available to assist people with achieving comfort with self and identity.

Surgical procedures can also cause pain, unnecessary risk, or unwanted side effects. In addition, religious beliefs may discourage some transgender individuals from

40 Id.
42 See FAQ For New Transgender Birth Certificate Regulations Proposed In New York City, SYLVIA RIVERA L. PROJECT, http://archive.srlp.org/faq-new-transgender-birth-certificate-regulations-proposed-new-york-city (stating that transgender person’s treatment plan is individualized and may not include sex reassignment surgery). Hormone therapy is actually the most prevalent treatment for transgender people. Id.
43 WORLD PROF’L ASS’N FOR TRANSGENDER HEALTH, supra note 19, at 5.
obtaining sexual reassignment surgery.\footnote{See id. at 400–01. Many followers of both Islam and Judaism believe their respective holy scriptures prohibit sexual reassignment surgery. Id.} For these reasons, decisions concerning surgery should be left to the individual,\footnote{WORLD PROF’L ASS’N FOR TRANSGENDER HEALTH, supra note 19, at 27 (“It is important for mental health professionals to recognize that decisions about surgery are first and foremost a client’s decisions – as are all decisions regarding healthcare.”).} and should not be compelled by the state as a prerequisite to obtaining identification congruent with one’s gender identity. Even if an individual does want to undergo sexual reassignment surgery, the cost can be over $70,000 and the procedures are very frequently not covered by health insurance,\footnote{Kristin Wenstrom, Comment, “What the Birth Certificate Shows”: An Argument to Remove Surgical Requirements from Birth Certificate Amendment Policies, 17 L. & SEXUALITY REV. LESBIAN GAY BISEXUAL & LEGAL ISSUES 131, 140 (2008) (“These surgeries may be prohibitively expensive, some cost over $70,000 and very few medical insurance providers cover such surgeries in their plans.”).} likely making an operation prohibitively expensive for many individuals.\footnote{Many transgender individuals live in extreme poverty, with the NTDS sample reporting annual household income below $10,000 at a rate nearly four times that of the general population. Grant et al., supra note 1, at 2. With that information, it is unsurprising that only thirty-three percent of respondents in the NTDS survey reported that they had surgically transitioned even though a majority of respondents that had not received surgery “wanted to someday.” Id. at 26, 72.}

Persons in one subset of transgender individuals, female-to-male transsexuals, undergo genital surgery of any kind in less than ten percent of instances.\footnote{See Birth Certificate Sex Designation: An Overview of the Issues, SYLVIA RIVERA L. PROJECT, http://srlp.org/birth-certificate-sex-designation-overview-issues.} Because many state courts interpret “surgical sex-change procedure” to include only genital surgery,\footnote{See Tobin, supra note 44, at 4–14.} a large portion of these transgender men will continue to be unable to update the gender designation on their birth certificates.
2. Social Security Accounts

The Social Security Administration (SSA) also uses proof of a surgical sex-change procedure as a prerequisite to changing one’s gender designation with the SSA. An inability to change the gender designation marker with the SSA can pose a serious problem for transgender individuals when they wish to obtain other forms of identification. All fifty states use SSA records to verify driver’s license information. If the gender information on file with the SSA does not match the gender information provided to the motor vehicle administrator, the mismatch serves to create another obstacle that must be overcome on the path to obtaining gender-congruent identification. This obstacle can delay issuance of a driver’s license, or may possibly even discourage the individual from taking the extra steps necessary to obtain gender-congruent identification.

Even in places where surgery is not required in order to change the gender designation marker on identification documents like birth certificates and driver’s licenses,

51 SOC. SEC. ADMIN. PROGRAM OPERATING MANUAL SYS., RM 00203.215 CHANGING NUMIDENT DATA—OTHER THAN NAME CHANGE (2008), available at https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/517e83681a5eb8b28525688d0058721c/365ce12725551b178525754c000589bf?OpenDocument (In order to change designation with SSA, “[t]he surgeon or attending physician must provide a letter verifying the sex change surgery has been completed.”).
53 See, e.g., Social Security Online Verification (SSOLV), WIS. DEP’T OF TRANSP. (Sept. 27, 2012), http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov/drivers/drivers/renew/ssolv.htm (“Records that cannot be verified through SSOLV will take additional time to process and could require you to correct your records with SSA and/or make a return visit to the DMV service center.”).
a letter or signature from a health professional is usually necessary.\textsuperscript{54} For some low-income transgender individuals without access to free medical clinics, the cost of going to a health professional for an evaluation can be prohibitively high.\textsuperscript{55}

3. Gender-Neutral Identification and the REAL ID Act

State governments are theoretically currently free to create gender-neutral identification cards in order to avoid the problems associated with changing gender designation markers. However, a federal law currently threatens to preclude states from issuing such cards in the future. The REAL ID Act (“REAL ID”) was signed into law by President George W. Bush on May 11, 2005,\textsuperscript{56} ostensibly to better protect American citizens from terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{57} Among other things,\textsuperscript{58} REAL ID requires states to include a

\begin{itemize}
  \item The person’s full legal name.
  \item The person’s date of birth.
  \item The person’s gender.
  \item The person’s driver’s license or identification card number.
  \item A digital photograph of the person.
  \item The person’s address of principle residence.
  \item The person’s signature.
  \item Physical security features designed to prevent tampering, counterfeiting, or duplication of the document for fraudulent purposes.
  \item A common machine-readable technology, with defined minimum data elements.
\end{itemize}


\textsuperscript{58} In total, driver’s licenses and identification cards issued by the state must include:
gender designation marker on identification cards if the cards are to be eligible for use for federal purposes.\textsuperscript{59} REAL ID also sets minimum requirements for documentation that must be presented before such an identification card can be issued.\textsuperscript{60} These minimum requirements are as follows:

(A) A photo identity document, except that a non-photo identity document is acceptable if it includes both the person’s full legal name and date of birth. (B) Documentation showing the person’s date of birth. (C) Proof of the person’s social security account number or verification that the person is not eligible for a social security account number. (D) Documentation showing the person’s name and address of principal residence.\textsuperscript{61} 

Note that the minimum documentation requirements do not necessarily require a photo identity document or any proof of an individual’s gender. So even though REAL ID seeks to require gender designation markers on all identification cards eligible for federal use, it does not seek to require any proof of an individual’s gender at the time the identification card is issued. The fact that REAL ID would allow an individual to obtain a state identification card without requiring photo identity documentation or proof of gender suggests that gender may not actually be an important factor in tracking and identifying people.

\textsuperscript{59} Id. § 202(a)(1).  
\textsuperscript{60} Id. § 202(c)–(d).  
\textsuperscript{61} Id. § 202(c).
Though REAL ID went into effect on January 15, 2013, states that are not in compliance with it will receive deferment of enforcement for at least six months. After the deferment period, the U.S. Department of Human Services is currently planning to announce a schedule for phased-in enforcement no later than fall 2013. Unfortunately, it seems unlikely that a state would take any meaningful steps toward the creation of gender-neutral identification cards with the possibility of forced compliance with REAL ID on the horizon.

B. State-Level Voter Identification Legislation

An April 2012 report from the Williams Institute estimated that the strictest photo identification laws would create significant barriers for over 25,000 transgender Americans in the November 2012 election. Thirty states require voters to show identification at the polls. Of these thirty, seven states require a photo ID and four more require a “strict”

63 Id.
65 Herman, supra note 27, at 1. This number assumed that the new laws in Mississippi, South Carolina, and Texas will receive pre-clearance before the November 2012 election. Id. at 9 n.18. It further assumes that the decision holding Wisconsin’s strict photo ID law unconstitutional will be reversed by a higher court before the November 2012 election. Id. Without including Mississippi, South Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin, the number of transgender Americans likely affected by strict voter ID laws is just over 15,000. Id. at 6.
67 Id. (Idaho, Florida, Louisiana, Michigan, South Dakota, Hawaii, and New Hampshire).
68 Id. (Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, and Tennessee).
Three more states have enacted voter photo identification laws, but are awaiting pre-clearance under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act.

With such requirements in place, transgender voters may experience obstacles and discrimination at the voting booth. For example, if a transgender woman shows her photo identification with a male name or gender designation marker, poll workers may have questions about her identity. These questions may be justifiable because the identification does not seem to match the voter. However, the NTDS recently reported that forty percent of transgender individuals polled reported experiencing harassment when presenting gender-incongruent identification. So a voter, fearing the public attention that a poll worker might bring to the voter’s transgender identity and the harassment that might follow, may rather stay away from the polls on Election Day.

Supporters of voter photo identification laws argue that they are necessary to prevent voter fraud, but a 2007 study by the Brennan Center for Justice determined that one

69 Id.
70 Id. Mississippi and Texas have new strict photo identification laws. Id. Alabama’s photo identification law will become effective in 2014 if it receives pre-clearance. Id.
71 See Transgender Communities and Voting Access, MASS. TRANSGENDER POL. COAL., http://www.masstpc.org/pubs/MTPC%20Trans%20Communities%20and%20voting%20access.pdf (“Registered voters who are transgender may face discrimination and/or may be challenged when trying to cast a ballot in Massachusetts.”).
72 If the individual is suspected of being fraudulent, he or she will usually be able to cast a provisional ballot. See Michael J. Pitts & Matthew D. Neumann, Documenting Disfranchisement: Voter Identification During Indiana’s 2008 General Election, 25 J.L. & POL. 329, 330 (2009). However, the practice of allowing provisional ballots does not necessarily substantially improve the voter’s chances of having his or her vote counted. Id. For example, in Indiana’s 2008 general election, only 137 of 1039 provisional ballots were ultimately counted. Id.
73 Grant et al., supra note 1, at 139.
74 Voters who experience trouble at the polls are encouraged to call the Election Protection Coalition at 1-866-OUR-VOTE, or a similar voters’ rights organization.
person impersonating another at the polls is “an occurrence more rare [sic] than getting struck by lightning.”\textsuperscript{75} For example, in the 2004 general election, only 0.0004\% of the votes cast in New Jersey were the result of voters knowingly casting invalid votes, none of which would have been prevented by the use of a photo identification requirement.\textsuperscript{76} Similar studies were conducted in other states, yielding comparable results.\textsuperscript{77} According to the Brennan Center study; clerical or typographical errors, bad matching, voter mistakes, and election officials jumping to conclusions are more likely explanations for the perceived prevalence of voter fraud than actual fraud on the part of voters.\textsuperscript{78} Given the extremely low prevalence of voter fraud, people should not be presumed to be engaging in fraud simply because they are currently going through gender transition or because their state will not allow them to change the gender designation marker on their identification.

III. GOING FORWARD

A. Increased Focus on the Voting Rights of Transgender Americans

Both academics and government agencies should be encouraged to study the effects of gender designation change requirements and voter photo identification laws on the voting behavior of transgender Americans. There is currently very little information available

\textsuperscript{75} Justin Levitt, The Truth About Voter Fraud, BRENAN CTR. FOR JUST. 6 (2007), http://www.brennancenter.org/page/-/The%20Truth%20About%20Voter%20Fraud.pdf. This may be because “fraud by individual voters is a singularly foolish and ineffective way to attempt to win an election.” Id. at 7.

\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 27.

\textsuperscript{77} As of April 2012, eight studies in five states had been conducted, with the highest rate of voter fraud amounting to 0.0006\%. See Levitt, supra note 75, at 16.

\textsuperscript{78} Id. at 7–11.
regarding transgender voter turnout with which to gauge the voter suppressive effects of these laws.

B. Less Burdensome Requirements for Gender Designation Changes

Government entities should not require proof of surgery or any other specific method of treatment as a prerequisite to changing gender designations on identity documents because treatment methods for gender dysphoria are unique to the individual. Instead, such entities should simply require a statement or form in which the individual and the individual’s therapist, social worker, physician, or other qualifying professional may certify that the individual has sufficiently completed a gender transition to the point at which gender designations on identifying documents should be changed.

Some jurisdictions\textsuperscript{79} and the U.S. Department of State\textsuperscript{80} have already stopped requiring proof of surgery. For example, the District of Columbia Department of Motor Vehicles only requires an individual to fill out a designation form that is signed by a physician, licensed therapist, licensed counselor, case worker, social worker, or other qualifying professional verifying the person’s gender identity and an expectation that the individual will continue to identify with that gender for the foreseeable future.\textsuperscript{81} Such a system is more compatible with modern medical knowledge concerning transgender

\textsuperscript{79} See, e.g., \textit{Gender Designation on a License or Identification Card}, supra note 54.
\textsuperscript{80} See \textit{New Policy on Gender Change in Passports Announced}, supra note 39.
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Gender Designation on a License or Identification Card}, supra note 54.
individuals, and removes one of the most difficult obstacles for transgender individuals trying to obtain valid identification.

Additionally, REAL ID should be repealed or amended so that it does not require states to include gender designation makers on state identification cards, preferably before the federal government begins forcing compliance with it. The necessity of a gender designation requirement for the purposes of properly identifying individuals has not been shown, and REAL ID would serve to prevent states from creating gender-neutral IDs as a way to address the problems faced by transgender Americans. In addition to making life more difficult for transgender individuals by requiring gender designations on state identification cards, REAL ID is opposed by immigrants, seniors, racial minorities, and low-income Americans for the increased difficulty it imposes on obtaining important identification documents. As of 2009, the ACLU reported twenty-five states that had passed statutes or resolutions denouncing or prohibiting the implementation of REAL ID.

C. Repeal Strict Photo Identification Requirements

In at least five states, strict photo identification requirements create a voting obstacle for transgender, low-income, unemployed, and homeless Americans. Fear of being

82 See New Policy on Gender Change in Passports Announced, supra note 39 and accompanying text.
83 As one author noted, “The fact that the Act itself requires a nonphoto identity document that includes only name and date of birth indicates that gender is not of great significance for the purpose of tracking and identifying people.” Wenstrom, supra note 47, at 146.
84 See Spade, supra note 5, at 731–32.
86 See Voter Identification Requirements, supra note 66.
“outed” by a poll worker and possibly harassed by other voters may keep transgender voters away from the polls in these states. Those that do attempt to vote may face suspicion, accusations, harassment, or discrimination at the voting booth.

Not only do strict photo identification requirements fail to remedy the rare crime of voter fraud, but also provide barriers to voting that must be overcome by legitimate voters. Such requirements must be repealed to avoid the further deterrence of transgender, low-income, unemployed, and homeless American voters.

CONCLUSION

The discrimination faced by transgender Americans in their day-to-day lives has no place in our society. Due to discrimination, transgender Americans are more likely than the average American to find themselves unemployed, low-income, and even homeless. When faced with such pervasive discrimination, it is especially important for such a minority group to have unburdened access to the voting booth—the most basic avenue through which American citizens can achieve political change.

The ability to cast a vote in a democratic election without undue burden is a fundamental political right that serves to preserve other basic rights. When this right is

---

87 Grant et al., supra note 1, at 55.
88 Id. at 22.
89 Id. at 106.
90 Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 562 (1964) (“[T]he right to exercise the franchise in a free and unimpaired manner is preservative of other basic civil and political rights . . . .”).
obstructed by federal, state, or local laws, those laws should either be amended to remedy the obstructions or repealed altogether.

To help alleviate the problems faced by transgender Americans when attempting to vote, changes need to be made. Because they reflect an outdated understanding of transgender health and present an extraordinarily burdensome obstacle to obtaining accurate identification, surgical requirements for changing gender designations must be removed. In addition, REAL ID should be repealed or amended to remove the false binary of gender as an identifying characteristic. Finally, voter identification requirements must be less restrictive in order to allow transgender, low-income, and minority individuals equal access to the democratic process. Until these actions are taken, many transgender Americans will continue to live in a democratic country in which they are obstructed from participating democratically.